
Adapting to Rising Tides 

San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 

Working together to increase the resilience of Bay Area 
communities to sea level rise and storm events 



Contra Costa ART Working Group 
Working Group Meeting #3 – August 5, 2015 

Objectives 
•  Discuss assessment outcomes and organization 
•  Learn about which communities are most vulnerable to climate change 
•  Confirm next steps for finalizing the assessment  

Agenda 

  9:00  Welcome, Meeting Objectives, and Announcements 

  9:10  Presentation and Discussion: Assessment Outcomes 

  9:45  World Café: Assessment Outcomes and Organization 

11:15  Wrap Up and Next Steps 

 



Project Timeline 

Project Initiation – Fall 2014 

ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Determine Assessment Outcomes – Summer 2015 

Develop Adaptation Responses – Winter 2015 

Evaluate and Select Adaptation Responses + 
Opportunities for Implementation  – Spring 2016 

Transition to Adaptation – Fall 2015 

Conduct Assessment – Winter/Spring 2015 

Project Scoping – Fall/Winter 2015 

Working Group Meeting Individual or small group meetings 



Working Group Meeting #2 

ART Planning Process ART Contra 
Costa Project 



Status of Project Resilience Goals ART Contra 
Costa Project 

 

Contra'Costa'Adapting'to'Rising'Tides'
Project'Resilience'Goals'

August&2015&
&

Project'Resilience'Goals'
The&resilience&goals&for&the&Contra&Costa&County&ART&project&should&be&read&in&context&of&the&project&
area,&assets&included,&climate&scenarios&and&impacts,&and&the&functions&and&values&identified&as&
important&for&the&participating&agencies,&organizations&and&communities.&The&resilience&goals&will&be&
revisited&once&the&assessment&is&finalized&to&ensure&they&align&with&the&identified&planning&issues&and&
continue&to&reflect&agency,&organization&and&community&values&and&visions.&
'
Governance:'
Build&resilience&by&improving&the&capacity&of&agencies,&organizations,&private&entities,&and&communities&
in&Contra&Costa&to&work&cooperatively&to&address&climate&change.&
&
Society'and'Equity'
Ensure&all&communities,&and&in&particular&those&with&characteristics&that&could&make&them&more&
vulnerable,&have&what&they&rely&on&including&safe&and&healthy&housing,&utilities&and&services,&and&
transportation&and&transit&access.&
'
Protect&the&health,&safety&and&welfare&of&those&who&live,&work&and&recreate&in&Contra&Costa&County.&
&
Economy'
Maintain&and&improve&local&economic&vitality&and&access&to&diverse&employment&opportunities&by&
preserving&the&function&of&major&employment&centers,&infrastructure&and&utilities.2&
'
Recognizing&Contra&Costa&County’s&regional&role,&ensure&the&energy&and&transportation&sectors&and&the&
interconnected&networks&and&systems&they&rely&on&are&resilient.&
&
Environment'
Protect&and&enhance&environmental&value&by&preserving&habitat,&continuing&to&improve&air&and&water&
quality,&cleaning&up&contaminated&lands,&and&ensuring&safe&water&supplies.&
&
Promote&the&use&of&natural&and&natureKbased&approaches&wherever&possible&to&improve&community&and&
economic&resilience.&

&

                                                
2&Because&of&the&geographic&limitation&to&the&East,&the&project&falls&short&of&addressing&the&economic&goals&of&the&Northern&
Waterfront&Economic&Development&Initiative&

Draft project resilience goals 
were revised based on working 
group input and are available on 
the project webpage 

Goals will be revisited before we 
start developing adaptation 
responses to ensure they align 
with the planning issues 
identified during the assessment 



Reminder, the Contra Costa ART assessments includes: 

•  An exposure analysis that identifies exposure to 
current and future flooding 

•  Answers to assessment questions about existing 
conditions, types of vulnerabilities and potential 
consequences 

•  Review and validation of assessment outcomes by 
the working group, other stakeholders, asset 
managers, topical experts 

•  Outcomes that will support adaptation response 
selection and implementation  

The Assess Step ART Contra 
Costa Project 



Status of the Assessment ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Most assessment question answers 
have been reviewed by working group 
members or topical experts 

Draft profile sheets were shared with 
working group members – please share 
them within your agency or organization 
– and provide comments by August 15th  

Profile sheets will be available to the 
working group in September for review 
before they are finalized 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

ALHAMBRA CREEK  
(Tidal reach from the mouth to Green St.) 
 
Asset Description: Alhambra Creek drains approximately 17 square miles of mostly open space and 
agricultural lands in the upper watershed and flows through the City of Martinez, underneath the Union 
Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and through the Martinez Regional Shoreline before entering the Bay. Martinez was 
built in the floodplain of Alhambra Creek and is responsible for managing this natural channel. In response to 
nearly annual flooding, citizens taxed themselves in the late 1990s to help fund a multi-million dollar flood 
protection and habitat restoration project. In 2001, improvements to the channel from the mouth to Marina 
Vista Avenue were made as part of the City’s Intermodal Transportation Project: the channel was widened 
and restored, two new, wider railroad bridge spans were constructed to remove the historic bottleneck of 
flood flows backing up into downtown, and the railroad tracks were raised. As a result of these 
improvements, the area downstream of Marina Vista Avenue is no longer in the 100-year floodplain, while the 
area upstream still is, such that flooding occurs during 10-year and larger riverine flows.  

As a result of the 2001 flood improvements, 
current flooding in Martinez is primarily due to 
riverine flows. Flooding begins well upstream of 
current tidal influence, near Highway 4 at the 
confluence of Alhambra and Franklin Creeks, 
and land uses near the creek, including homes 
and community servicing facilities, are in the 
100-year floodplain. The City designates 
locations where community members can get 
sand and sand bags to prepare for large 
riverine flows. The New Year's storms in 2006 
resulted in flooding upstream of Marina Vista 
Avenue and public officials reported that the 
damage would have been even worse had the 
2001 flood improvements not been completed.   

Storms that coincide with high tides result in 
the most extensive flooding, and sea level rise 
will exacerbate the amount of riverine flooding 
that occurs. Tidal influence currently extends to 
Green Steet upstream of the 2001 flood 
improvements, and higher downstream tides 
will cause the tides to extend further (‘migrate’) 

upstream and raise Bay water levels in the creek. While the relatively steep slope of the creek will constrain 
this migration distance, sea level rise will progressively reduce the capacity of the creek to discharge flood 
flows, such that smaller, more frequent storms will cause overbank flooding and stormwater backups. 
However, even before overbank flooding occurs, sea level rise will reduce available freeboard and levees may 
lose their FEMA accreditation, which would require additional residents and property owners to purchase 
flood insurance. Modeling is needed to evaluate the combinations of Bay water levels, sea level rise, and 



Working Group Meeting #3 

ART Planning Process ART Contra 
Costa Project 



What is the Define step? 
The Define step is unique to ART and 
serves as the bridge between the 
Assess and Plan Steps. 

The outcomes of the Define step are: 

•  Organized findings that help 
communicate the assessment 
outcomes and support adaptation 
response development 

•  A transparent process that avoids 
the challenge of ranking, scoring or 
numeric prioritization 

•  Confidence that important 
vulnerabilities are not left behind 



Benefits of the Define step 

A robust assessment can result in hundreds 
of vulnerabilities. Define helps determine 
which issues should be taken up by the 
working group, for example: 

•  Assets that share similar vulnerabilities 
that may need similar or shared solution 

•  Where vulnerabilities and consequences 
of different assets should be considered 
together based on their relationship or 
geographic location 

•  Vulnerabilities that cannot be solved 
without collective action, e.g., multiple 
vulnerabilities that together lead to high 
consequences 

ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Vulnerabilities 
INFO1: Publically available information on multi-family housing related to ownership and density of units and 

residents is limited.  Multi-family residences vary greatly in size – from two-unit duplexes through several-hundred-

unit apartment buildings or condominiums – but publically available information typically reflects a range rather than 

a specific number of units for each parcel.  Multi-family residences also have households of differing sizes, but data 

on density of residents is not available at a fine scale.  These information gaps make it challenging to determine the 

number of people at risk in multi-family housing in Contra Costa. 

INFO2: Communities often have limited information about the people living within multi-family residences and the 

condition of those residences. This makes preparation and response to flooding more difficult, as some actions will 

be inadequate for some members of the population and their housing. 

GOV1: Communities with limited housing stock and a lack of affordable options are less resilient to flooding, as 

temporarily or permanently relocating residents affected by flood events is more challenging in these conditions, 

particularly for those residents that are already housing cost burdened.  Displaced residents may not have access 

to equivalent or affordable replacement housing near the jobs, schools, services, and facilities they rely on. 

GOV2: Renters often have limited capacity to make property improvements and prepare for flooding, as well as to 

respond to flooding after it occurs (e.g. by promptly replacing damaged materials). 

GOV3: Multi-family residences can be harder for communities to prepare and develop responses for in the event of 

a flood event and are generally more vulnerable to hazards due to the need for each parcel to prepare and respond 

individually. Individual responses will be uneven and often based on the housing and community characteristics 

described below. 

FUNC1: Multi-family residences rely on outside infrastructure and services provided by private and public agencies 

to function, such as roads, electricity, food, water, wastewater, and telecommunications. 

FUNC2: Multi-family residences with pets are vulnerable because evacuation requires special equipment, trained 

personnel, and appropriate temporary shelter or permanent relocation sites.  Many rental properties do not allow 

pets, so finding an alternative place to stay can be challenging. 

FUNC3: Residences owned or rented by people who are over 75, under 5, speak limited or no English, rent, rely on 

public transportation, are medically dependent or with limited mobility, are vulnerable because their occupants have 

characteristics that often make it harder for them to prepare, react and respond to flood events. 

FUNC4: Multi-family residences are often rental housing and may have renters that lack insurance that could 

provide assistance with replacing damaged personal items or providing an alternative place to live. 

FUNC5: Multi-family residences provide housing for community members who work, play, shop and live in 

neighborhoods. When this housing is damaged and people must relocate out of the neighborhood, this results in 

vulnerabilities to businesses, schools and other neighborhood services that rely on employees and customers for 

their livelihood.  

PHYS1: Most multi-family residences are vulnerable because they are neither designed to withstand flooding nor 

are constructed of waterproof or non-corrodible materials. 

PHYS2: When flooding damages residences, the release of hazardous materials including paints, cleaners, oils, 

batteries, pesticides, asbestos, and medical waste can occur. 

PHYS3: Multi-family residences with habitable space below grade are vulnerable to both flooding and elevated 

groundwater. 



Two Components of Define 

1.  Summarize Findings 
Develop outcome-oriented vulnerability and 
consequence statements that clearly and concisely 
summarize answers to the assessment questions for 
each asset or asset category assessed 

Example: Single Family Residential 

Governance vulnerability 
Residential landowners are unlikely to own or have control over the 
shoreline that protects them against flooding, which in some cases is 
a road or railway embankment that provides only ad-hoc protection. 

Environmental consequence 
Floodwaters that pass through neighborhoods can pick up and carry 
debris that can impair water quality and habitats critical to biodiversity. 



Two Components of Define 

2. Shift to Adaption 
Determine the key planning issues that will be 
advanced for adaptation response development 

Key planning issues are often underpinned by 
vulnerabilities that: 

•  Cut across multiple assets, jurisdictions or 
geographies 

•  Have significant or early consequences 

•  Require collaborative decision-making or funding 

•  Require regulatory changes to solve 



Working Group’s Role 

•  Verify our understanding of vulnerability 
and consequences based on local 
knowledge, experience and expertise 

•  Confirm we have a solid enough 
understanding of vulnerabilities and 
consequences to identify the key 
planning issues 

•  If more assessment information is 
necessary help uncover additional 
data, reports, studies, etc. 

•  Help determine which key planning 
issues are advanced for further 
consideration by the working group 



Understanding Community Vulnerabilities ART Contra 
Costa Project 

2015
Climate Change Vulnerability in
Contra Costa County: A Focus on Heat

Community resilience is strongly correlated 
with social equity, affecting both the ability 
of the individual and the community to cope 
with the impacts of earthquakes, economic 
down turns, and climate change. 

Equity is one of the sustainability 
frames integrated into each step 
of the ART planning process 



World Café: Assessment Outcomes ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Goal 1: Confirm the assessment findings are sufficient 

Goal 2: Discuss how best to organize assessment findings 
to lead to the identification of key planning issues 

Possible organizational themes based on your input and 
ongoing work of the ART team are: 

Timing – to impact, to implement the response, to 
accrue the benefit 

Sector – residential, commercial, industrial 

Geography – people and neighborhoods 

Consequences – goods and commuter movement, 
jobs and economy, fueling the region 



World Café: Assessment Outcomes ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Rotate through four small group discussions about specific 
assessment findings and the four organizational themes 

Table 1 
Timing 

Table 2 
Consequences 

Table 3 
Geography 

Table 4 
Sector 

Rotate every 20 min 

Break after 1st two rotations 



World Café: Assessment Outcomes ART Contra 
Costa Project 

Report back: 

Q: Are assessment findings sufficient? 

Q: How do the organizational themes work? 



Next Steps 

Project web page: 
http://www.adaptingtorisingtides.org/

working-groups-overview/
contracosta/ 

 
Project web map: 

http://arcg.is/1hgrtdC 

ART Contra 
Costa Project 

•  Based on your feedback we will 
finalize assessment outcomes 
and summarize the findings 

•  Asset owner, manager or topical 
experts – please provide 
comments on draft profile sheets 
by August 15th 

•  Profile sheets will be provided to 
all working group members in 
September  

•  Next meeting: confirm the 
summarized findings and start 
talking about key planning issues 


